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While you were sleeping, North Korea disappeared.
Well, not exactly. But a recent image taken from the International Space Station shows the mysterious, dictator-ruled country almost completely in the dark.
"The darkened land appears as if it were a patch of water joining the Yellow Sea to the Sea of Japan,"
NASA noted of the image, taken by a member of NASA's Expedition 38 as the space station flew over East
Asia.
Even the capital of Pyongyang (population: 3.26 million) is a relatively dark, compared with smaller cities in
neighboring South Korea and China.
The reason? According to a recent report by the Korea Institute for National Unification, electricity in North
Korea is "sporadic and unreliable, with homes that have electricity often receiving just a few hours per day."
About half of North Korea's 24 million people live in extreme poverty, with most homes and apartments
"heated by open fireplaces burning wood or briquettes." And many "lack flush toilets."
According to World Bank data, power consumption per capita in North Korea is just 739 kilowatt hours,
compared with 10,162 kilowatt hours in South Korea.
"What is even more startling," Marketwatch points out, "is the lack of progress when the latest image is
compared with the one taken 20 years ago. Even as areas in South Korea and China are awash in light, the
darkness that envelops North Korea remains untouched. Time has come to a standstill in North Korea."
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Recommended for You
Obama makes it official: U.S. planning for full Afghan withdrawal
After giving him the silent treatment for eight months, President Barack Obama on Tuesday called
Afghan President Hamid Karzai. The message? A blunt warning that all U.S. troops will leave his
war-torn country by 2015 unless Karzai or his successor sign a bilateral security agreement with
Yahoo News

Tiger tees off near home but thinking of Masters
Palm Beach Gardens (United States) (AFP) - World number one Tiger Woods makes his third start
of the year Thursday at the US PGA Tour Honda Classic near his home but his thoughts are already
on the Masters. Reigning Masters champion Adam Scott of Australia, reigning British Open champion
AFP 36 mins ago

$500,000 Life Insurance Policy For $27 per Month
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If you haven't looked into getting life insurance recently, you may be surprised at how affordable it is
to protect your family.
LMB Insurance Services Sponsored

Bill Clinton Says Defeating Mitch McConnell 'Makes a Big Difference'
ABC’s Shushannah Walshe and Jeff Zeleny report: LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Former President Bill Clinton
took center stage today in the most watched Senate race in the country, telling a crowd of 1,200 that
“it makes a big difference” whether Kentucky Secretary of State Alison Lundergan...
ABC News

Man becomes first in China to sue government over dangerous air pollution
A Chinese man is attempting to make history by becoming the first person to sue his government
over the country’s dangerous levels of air pollution.
The Sideshow

Gunshots rattle Thai capital as PM flies out
Gunmen opened fire near several opposition protest sites in Bangkok on Wednesday, stoking tensions in the capital as Thailand's embattled prime minister flew to her political stronghold in the north.
A dangerous new chapter appears to have been opened in a nearly four-month political crisis that…
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The Roman Catholic Church is enjoying some of its best press in decades, and hundreds of thousands of alienated Catholics are returning, thanks in large part to the new, and in some cases revoluYahoo News

Toxic skies over Beijing
Breathing clean air is costly in Beijing as the pollution alert raises to "orange" for the first time. "Smog
domes" at some schools cost nearly $1.8 million per month. Gavino Garay reports.
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SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — When it comes to his 50-game drug suspension, Nelson Cruz didn't have
much to say during his introduction by the Baltimore Orioles.
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China smog drives masks out of stock
China's biggest online face-mask sellers were running out of stock Wednesday as consumers rushed
to protect themselves from smog that has shrouded large swathes of northern China for an entire
week. Beijing's official reading for PM 2.5 -- small airborne particles which easily penetrate the
AFP

Farrow makes splash with US TV debut
At just 26, Ronan Farrow is already a high achiever even among the offspring of celebrity parents -an activist and Twitter darling made famous by the soap opera of family scandal. On Monday, the
child of Mia Farrow and Woody Allen -- or "possibly" of Frank Sinatra -- kicked off his latest…
AFP

TechBytes: Tesla, Rapid Upgrade Plan
The Tesla Model S, a battery-powered car, is named Consumer Reports' top-rated car.
ABC News Videos
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Senators hit rivals hard and fast in GOP primaries
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican senators are attacking GOP challengers earlier and more aggressively than in past elections, including using opposition research to try to knock out upstart rivals
before they become serious threats.
Associated Press
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Big changes ahead for frequent fliers on Delta
ATLANTA (AP) — Delta Air Lines is changing its frequent-flier program to favor passengers who buy
the priciest tickets instead of those who fly the most miles.
Associated Press

Interested in Buying Short Sale Foreclosures?
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Browse short sale foreclosures in your area. Enter a zip to view listings free.
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Rival groups clash in Ukraine's Crimea
SIMFEROPOL, Ukraine (AP) — Fistfights broke out between pro- and anti-Russian demonstrators in
Ukraine's strategic Crimea region on Wednesday as Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered massive military exercises just across the border.
Associated Press

Man blows 0.00 on breathalyzer, gets arrested for DWI
Blood tests would later come back negative, as well.
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Volvo Develops Technology to Get Packages Delivered to Your Car
But now, Volvo owners, at least, can rest assured that their packages will be waiting for them inside their cars when
the workday is over. New digital key technology enables people with Volvos to choose their vehicles as a delivery
BetaBeat

NC could force Duke to move dump away from river
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — North Carolina regulators say they may force Duke Energy to move a pair of leaky coal ash
dumps, more than three weeks after a massive spill coated 70 miles of the Dan River in toxic gray sludge.
Associated Press

Fast Food Breakfast Wars: What's Your Favorite Morning Meal?
Taco Bell dropped a breakfast bomb on the fast food world this week with its new morning menu announcement — until now, America’s A.M. fast food offerings have been pretty stable. Since the introduction of the Egg McMuffin in 1971, which has long reigned supreme...
ABC News

Giant pandas get a celebrity welcome in Belgium (11 photos)
Two giant pandas arrived in Belgium on a 15-year loan on Sunday, and they got the kind of welcome usually reserved
for visiting dignitaries or celebrities. The male and female pair, Xing Hui and Hao Hao, showed no signs of stress from
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